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Managing Director, LEYBOLD CO.,LTD.
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"It does not happen unless you aim for it"
Mr. Michiharu Chikano,
Chairman of JMTIA
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23rd JIMTOF (Japan International Machine Tool

䈮䈍䈇䈩䇮(␠)ᣣᧄᎿᯏ᪾Ꮏᬺળ䇮䈶䋨ᩣ䋩᧲੩㩷

Fair) was held at Tokyo Big Sight for 8 days from

䊎䉾䉫䉰䉟䊃䈱ਥ䇮ᒰදળ䉕䉃㑐ㅪ 13 ࿅䈱

November 1 under the theme, ³MONOZUKURI

ද⾥䈪 11  1 ᣣ䉋䉍 8 ᣣ㑆䈮䉒䈢䈦䈩䇸䊝䊉䈨䈒䉍䇮ੱ

(Manufacturing) innovation´. JIMTOF was jointly

䈨䈒䉍䇮ᄞ䈨䈒䉍䇹䉕䊁䊷䊙䈫䈚䈩㐿䈘䉏䇮ㆊᦨᄢ䈱

organized

5,125 ዊ㑆䇮46,125 䋛㩷 䈮⇇ 19 䉦࿖䉋䉍䋵䋴䋶␠䈏

Association (JMTBA) and Tokyo Big Sight Inc.,

Ꮏᯏ᪾䈶䈠䈱㑐ㅪᯏེ䊶ⵝ⟎㘃䉕ዷ䈚䈢䇯

under the co-sponsorship by 13 associations, listed

by

Japan

Machine

Tool

Builders

as exhibitors in the following page. A total of 546
companies from 19 different countries exhibited
machine tool and related equipment in 5,125 booths
or 46,125 sq. meters of exhibition space, updating
the highest record so far.
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Opening Ceremony

㐿ળᑼ䈮䈍䈔䉎☨䌁䌍䌔䇮᰷Ꮊ䌃䌅䌃䌉䌍䌏䇮⁛䌖䌄䌗䇮ઍ
Representatives from AMT, CECIMO and VDW
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㩷 ³TOAST´ by Mr. Chikano, Chairman of JMTIA

Ꮏᄦ䉕ಝ䉌䈚䈢ฦળຬ䈱ዷ␜ዊ㑆㘑᥊
JMTIA members¶ Booths designed for the best exhibition.
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Exhibitors, by associations
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Name of Association
(³Japan´ is omitted in the following translation)
Machine Tool Builders¶ Association
Machine Tool Importers¶ Association
Forming Machinery Association
Bench Machine Tool Builders¶ Association
Small Tool Makers¶ Association
Cemented Carbide Tool Manufacturers¶ Association
Machine Accessory Association
Precision Measuring Instruments Association
Grinding Wheel Association
Industrial Diamond Association
Optical Measuring Instruments Manufacturers¶ Association

Fluid Power Association
Testing Machinery Association
Gear Manufacturers¶ Association
Others
exhibited by importers/distributors
Total

␠ᢙ
*Exhibit
74
38
41
23
15
25
53
20
7
7
㩷
8
8
3
8
216
239
785

ዊ㑆ᢙ
Booth (%)
2,475 (48.3)
㩷 511 (10.0)
315 ( 6.1)
191 (3.7)
113 (2.2)
203 (4.0)
362 (7.1)
120 (2.3)
55 (1.1)
39 (0.8)
30 (0.6)
27 (0.5)
7 (0.1)
38 (0.7)
639 (12.5)
----5,125 (100.0)

*Exhibit: the number of companies who exhibited at JIMTOF 2006.
㩷
㩷

ળຬዷዊ㑆ᢙ (ABC 㗅)
No. of booth, exhibited by JMTIA members (in alphabetical order)
Company Name
AGIE CHARMILLES Japan Ltd.
BLASER SWISSLUBE Japan, Ltd.
CAPTAIN INDUSTRIES Inc.
CKB Corp.
DELCAM Japan Co., Ltd.
DIMACH Co., Ltd.
DMG Nippon KK.
DYNAMIC TOOLS Corp.
EROWA Nippon Ltd.
EURO TECHNO Inc.
FUJITA Shoji Co., Ltd.
FUKUDA Corp.
Gleason Asia Co., Ltd.
GOSHO Co., Ltd.
HIKARI TRADING Co., Ltd.
Schaeffler Japan Co., Ltd.
ITOCHU MECHATRONICS Corp.
KLINGELNBERG (Japan) Ltd.
LEYBOLD CO., Ltd.

No. of booth
20
8
15
15
6
2
30
9
8
10
10
24
25
14
3
12
20
18
㩷 12

䋲

Company Name
Makoto-Fucks K.K.
MARPOSS K.K.
MITSUBISHI CORPORATION TECHNOS

MMK Co., Ltd.
MURAKI Ltd.
NK WORKS Co., Ltd.
Noah Corp.
Oberon Co., Ltd.
OSAKA KOHKI Co., Ltd.
Rittal KK.
S & F Inc.
Swiss Technology Co., Ltd.
SYSTEM 3R Japan Co., Ltd.
TAKATA & Co., Ltd.
TAKATA SEIKI Co., Ltd.
UNI TECH Corp.
VOLLMER Japan Corp.
WALTER Japan K.K.
YKT Corp.
TOTAL

No. of booth
8
15
2
16
8
25
12
6
11
4
18
14
10
6
8
20
9
14
44
511

䇭᧪႐⠪ᢙ䇭䋨ዷ⠪䉕㒰䈒䋩䇭Number of visitors (excluding exhibitors)
䇭
䇭ᣣ

ᄤ䇭

ታ႐⠪ᢙ

Date

Weather

Actual Entry

Nov. 1 (Wed.)
2 (Thu.)
3 (Fri.)
4 (Sat.)
5 (Sun.)
6 (Mon.)
7 (Tue.)
8 (Wed.)

rain/cloudy
cloudy
clear
clear
clear
cloudy
clear
clear

10,949
21,735
33,610
30,751
13,470
15,106
17,809
10,652

⚥䇭⸘

ⶄᢙᣣ᧪႐⠪ 䊈䉾䊃᧪႐⠪

Accumulated Multiple Entry
10,949
32,684
66,294
97,045
110,515
125,621
143,430
154,082

0
2,138
4,164
4,793
3,218
2,726
3,589
2,546

䊈䉾䊃᧪႐⠪⚥⸘

Net Entry

*Accumulated䇭Net

10,949
19,597
29,446
25,958
10,252
12,380
14,220
8,106

10,949
30,546
59,992
85,950
96,202
108,582
122,802
130,908

䊈䉾䊃᧪႐⠪䈮䈲ᄖ࿖ੱ㪎㪃㪈㪍㪈ฬ䉕䉃䇯㩷*Accumulated Net includes 7,161 visitors from overseas.
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Comparison of JIMTOF 2006 with other exhibitions
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ฦ࿖䈱ฃઃ䉦䉡䊮䉺䊷䇭䇭䇭Reception at International Information Center
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JMTIA

䉴䉟䉴䇭SWISSMEM㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷䇭䊐䊤䊮䉴䇭SYMOP

䊄䉟䉿䇭VDW
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GERMA N DAY
The German machine Tool Builders¶ Association (VDW) and JMTIA organized ³German Day´ on
November 2 at the conference room 102 of Tokyo Big Sight.
Following the press conference of VDW, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Fritz Klocke of RWTH Aachen, Laboratory for
machine tools made the technical presentation, titled ³German machine tool industry- The synergy of
efficiency and flexibility´.
Fully occupied seats in the conference room indicated Japanese companies¶ keen interest in German
machine tool industry.
After the technical presentation, luncheon was held at the reception hall with many guests including
H.E. Mr. Hans-Joachim Daerr, Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Press Conference

    

Mr. Chikano, Chairman of JMTIA (left)
Mr. Carl Martin Welcker, Chaiman of VDW (right)

Technical Presentation by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Fritz Klocke

H.E. Mr. Hans-Joachim Daerr
Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany
Reception Hall was filled with many guests
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SWISS DAY
SWISS DAY luncheon was organized by
SWISSMEM and JMTIA with co-sponsorship of
Embassy of Switzerland and Swiss Business Hub
Japan on Nov. 6 at the conference room 101 of
Tokyo Big Sight.
Following the speech of H.E. Mr. Paul Fivat, Swiss
Ambassador to Japan and Dr. Kurt Meier of
SWISSMEM, Mr. Chikano, Chaiman of JMTIA made
the call for toast.

ࠬࠗࠬ࿖㚢ᣣోᮭᄢࡐ࡞ ࡈࠖࡧࠔ㑑ਅ       
H.E. Mr. Paul Fivat, Swiss Ambassador to Japan



ㄭ㊁ળ㐳 ࡑࠗࡗඳ჻ ࡐ࡞ ࡈࠖࡧࠔ㑑ਅ
Mr. Chikano, Dr. Kurt Meier,

H.E. Mr. Paul Fivat

SWISSMEM ࡑࠗࡗඳ჻ Dr. Kurt Meier, SWISSMEM
㩷 㩷 㩷 ᵹ䈜䉎 㪪㪮㪠㪪㪪㪤㪜㪤㪃㩷㪭㪛㪮㪃㩷 䉴䉟䉴ᄢ㙚ຬ䈱⊝᭽㩷
SWISSMEM, VDW and Embassy of Switzerland joined together

ੇ᧰ࠍߔࠆㄭ㊁ળ㐳
³KANPAI´ by Mr. Chikano, Chairman of JMTIA㩷
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 ળ႐ߪḩຬ The room was filled with many guests. 

㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷

J MTIA Rec ep t i o n

㩷

දળਥ䈮䉋䉎ᙣⷫળ䈲䇮䋱䋱䋳ᣣ䋨㊄䋩ඦᓟ䋵ᤨ䋳䋰ಽ䈎䉌᧲䋵䊖䊷䊦䈱දળប䈋ቶ䈮䈍䈇䈩㐿䈘䉏䇮
ᶏᄖ䈎䉌䈱᧪⾠䉕䈸䈒䉃ᄙᢙ䈱䉭䉴䊃䈏දળળຬ䈫䈱ᙣⷫ䉕ᷓ䉄䈢䇯㩷
JMTIA Reception was held on November 3 at the conference room of East 5 Hall of Tokyo Big Sight
and JMTIA members enjoyed talking with many guests including officers of foreign associations.

ḩຬ䈱ળ႐㩷 㩷 㩷 Many guests at the conference room

ㄭ㊁ળ㐳㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 Mr. Chikano, Chairman of JMTIA

㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 ⮮↰ળ㐳㩷

Mr. Fujita, Vice Chairman of JMTIA

ᵹ䈜䉎䌁䌍䌔䈫䌖䌄䌗䈱䉭䉴䊃

CECIMO 䉴䊕䊨䊷䊆ળ㐳

The guests from AMT and VDW exchanging information

Mr. Dante Speroni, President of CECIMO

⻉ᯅᕺሶ䈘䉖䈫´䉝䊮䉰䊮䊑䊦䌋´䈱⊝䈘䉖

᱑⺣䈜䉎䌁䌍䌔䈫䌖䌄䌗䈱䉭䉴䊃

Ms. Keiko Morohashi & ³Ensemble K´

The officers of AMT and VDW are talking together
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Review of JIMTOF2006㩷

䋨Summary of the members¶ reply to inquiries䋩

㩷 㩷 䋨䋱䋩䌔䌨䌥 termination of exhibitors¶ application is too early, which should be extended to the end of Dec.
㩷 㩷 䋨䋲䋩Complaints about the allotment of booths.
*The required number of booth was curtailed.
*There was no rule or standard to curtail the number of booth and the rate of curtailment was
inconsistent by each association and unfair.
*The booths of exhibitors through overseas associations were not curtailed at all.
*The size or figure of exhibits were not considered to fix the shape of each booth.
(3)The charges for booths of West Hall should be lower than that for East, since the period for
installation was reduced and the visitors to West Hall were apparently less than that to East.
(4)The issue of exhibitors¶ entry card was delayed and the unregistered card should be accepted.
(5)The rules of booths decoration, especially the restriction on height should be eased more.
(6)´JIMTOF information´ by e-mail was helpful to remind the exhibitors the deadline for applications,
however, there was room for improvement of way of giving notice, sending date and description.
(7)It was delayed to fix the date of transportation to and from the exhibition area and the actual job in the
exhibition hall was not well controlled.
(8)The pre-registration system did not work well and the pre-registered visitors did not enter more than
two hours.
(9) The bar code reader should be improved, usage, system of software and jamming of wireless reader.
(10)The problems in the hall were floor cleaning, taking photographs, noise prevention and
air-conditioning, etc.
(11)The duration of 8 days is too long and 5 days would be enough.
(12)JMTIA conference rooms in the East and West Hall were very much useful.
(13)The German Day, Swiss Day and JMTIA reception were favorably received on the whole.
(14)Lunch service mediated by JMTIA was well accepted, though it would be necessary to add variety to
the menu.

                    䋷㩷

䎃
䎃
䎃
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The IMTS (International Manufacturing Technology
Show) 2006 hosted by AMT (The Association for
Manuf act uri ng T echnol ogy) was hel d f rom
Sept. 6 to 13 at McCormick Place in Chicago.
Owing to the American economic growth, 1,229
companies from all over the world exhibited at the
display area of 108,185 square meters and the
registration of visitors was 91,985 which was about
5,750 increase than the previous IMTS2004.
Among exhibitors, the Japanese machine tool
builders were outstanding.
The trend of exhibited machine tools was for the
conventional applications for automobiles, aircraft,
construction machinery and oil industry, while could
also see the new application for medical industry.
It was announced that IMTS2008 will be held from
Sept. 8 to 13 to be shorten for 2days and opening
hours will be from 9:00 to 18:00 to be extended for
one hour.
The new West Hall will be available for IMTS2008.

㩷
ᒰදળ䈪䈲✚ 㪊㪊 ฬ䈱ෳട䉕ᓧ䈩䇮㪐  㪌 ᣣ䉋䉍㩷
ャଦㅴ䉕⋡⊛䈫䈜䉎䊚䉾䉲䊢䊮䉕ᵷ㆜䈚䈢䇯㩷
䈠䈱ౝ䋱䋹ฬ䈲䇮䉲䉦䉯䊶䉲䊢䊷䉕ቇᓟ䈱 㪈㪈䇮㩷 㪈㪉
ᣣ䈱ਔᣣ䈮䊨䉼䉢䉴䉺䊷䈫䉣䊦䊙䉟䊤䈪䇮䋳␠䈱Ꮏ႐
䉕ቇ䈚䈢䇯㩷 䊚䉾䉲䊢䊮䈱䊜䊮䊋䊷䈲ᒰදળ䇱ຬ䈫ャ
Ꮏᯏ᪾䈱䊡䊷䉱䊷䈏⚂ඨ䇱䈱᭴ᚑ䈪䈅䈦䈢䇯㩷
㩷

JMTIA had organized an import-promoting mission
to IMTS2006 consisting of 33 participants, 19 of
which also visited three plants in Rochester and
Elmira on 11th and 12th.
Almost half of the mission's participants were JMTIA
members, the other half being end users of imported
machine tools.㩷
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㪟㫆㫋㪼㫃㩷 䈮䈍䈇䈩䊜䊮䊋䊷䈱⥄Ꮖ⚫䉕䈰䈩ฬೝ
᱑ળ䈏㐿䈘䉏䈢䇯㩷 㩷

䊊䊷䊧䊷䉻䊎䉾䊄䉸䊮Ꮏ႐㩷 Factory of ³Harley-Davidson´㩷 㩷

㩷

㩷

On the evening of Sept. 5, the arrival day in Chicago,
a social party was arranged at the Congress Plaza
Hotel for the participants to become acquainted with
each other.
㩷
䋹䋶ᣣ 㪡㪜㪫㪩㪦 䉲䉦䉯䉶䊮䉺䊷䈱ጊญ䇮ầፒਔㇱ㐳
䉕䈍䈐䈚䈩䇮䊙䉮䊷䊚䉾䉪䊶䊒䊧䊷䉴ળ႐䈱ળ⼏ቶ䈮
䈍䈇䈩䇮ᄦ䇱䇸ᦨㄭ䈱☨࿖䈱⚻ᷣᖱ䇹䈶䇸☨࿖䈮
䈍䈔䉎Ꮏᯏ᪾↥ᬺ䈱⁁ᴫ䈶Ꮢ႐േะ䈮䈧䈇䈩䇹
䈫㗴䈚䈩⾆㊀䈭䈍䉕䈚䈩㗂䈇䈢䇯㩷

㩷

㩷

䊚䊤䊷䊎䊷䊦Ꮏ႐㩷 㩷 㩷 ³Toast´ at Miller Brewery Factory´
㩷
䋹䋹ᣣ㩷 ਥ⠪䈱䌁䌍䌔䉕ᢘ⸰䈚䈢䇯㩷
☨࿖䈱Ꮏᯏ᪾ᬺ⇇䉅䋷䉁䈪䈱ฃᵈ⚥⸘䈏೨ᐕ
หᦼᲧ 㪉㪌㩼Ⴧ䈫ᅢ⺞䈣䈦䈢䈖䈫䉅䈅䈦䈩䇮ᣣ☨䈫䉅䈮
䉎䈇㗴䈱ળ⺣䈪䈅䈦䈢䇯㩷
On Sept. 9, we paid a courtesy visit to AMT where
talks had been optimistic on both sides as the US
machine tools industry's total order sum this year up
to July had also shown an䎃 increase by 25%
compared to last year.

On Sept. 6, Mr. Yamaguchi and Mr. Shiozaki of
JETRO Chicago Center were invited to give a㩷
lecture on "The current US economy" and "Trends of
the US machine tools industry and market" at the
meeting room in McCormick Place.䎃
㩷
䋹䋸ᣣ㩷 䉥䊒䉲䊢䊅䊦䉿䉝䊷䈫䈚䈩䇮ෳട⠪䋷ฬ䈮䉋
䉍䊊䊷䊧䊷䉻䊎䉾䊄䉸䊮䈱Ꮏ႐䈫䊚䊤䊷䊎䊷䊦Ꮏ႐䉕
ቇ䉕ቇ䈚䈢䇯
The optional tour with 7 participants to see the
factory of ³Harley-Davidson Motor Cycles´ and also
³Miller Brewery´ was held on Sept. 8.
㩷
㩷

Mr. Fujita, Mr. Nakanishi, Mr. Chikano and Officers of AMT
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Mr. Mashiba, general manager of YKT Co., which
is QVI's sales representative in Japan, guided us
through OGP(Optical Gaging Products Inc.), the
central company of QVI.
Following the presentation at the conference
room by Mr. H. Richard Wait, III, International
Operations of QVI, we were separated into three
groups to make a factory tour.

On the morning of Sept. 11th, 17 participants of
the mission to IMTS2006 visited Quality Vision
International Inc. which is located in a suburb of
Rochester, New York.
QVI is a group of 7 companies which includes
OGP, VIEW, ROI and Micro Metric that develop
hardware and software for non-contact
Mr. H. R. Wait, III and our mission members at the shop

measurement and inspection systems and other
3 companies that provide services and
technologies for these products.
QVI has 60 years¶ history of technologies since its
establishment in 1945.
㩷
㩷
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Mr. Mashiba, mission members and personnel of OGP
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On Sept.11th, 17 participants of the mission to IMTS2006 visited the headquarter of Gleason Corporation
which is located in Rochester, New York.
After taking a picture of all members at the front entrance, we moved to a large presentation room, where Mr.
John J. Perrotti, President and CEO and Mr. Michiharu Chikano, President of Gleason Asia Co.,Ltd. expressed
their greetings, then Mr. Kel Harbun, Vice President, Asia Pacific Sales and Mr. Gary Figler, Vice President,
Rochester Operation made a presentation of the company which was translated by Mr. Takahiro Matsubara,
General Manager of Gleason Asia Co., Ltd.
They explained first about sales network, places of manufacturing plants and technical support center in all
over the world, then the explanation of models of machine followed.
We learned that the bevel gear products account for 36% of the sales by product, the market is divided to three
regions of Americas, Europe and Asia, their gear producing machines account for 37% of the total world
market and 75% of the demands are for the automobile industry and the rest is for the wide range like aircraft,
construction machinery, agricultural machinery, shipbuilding industries.
We made a factory tour after a lunch.
The shop of the most famous manufacturer in the field of gear producing machines was old, but it was clean
and well-tidy. There were many expensive machines in the assembling lines where the empty floor space
attracted our attention.
According to Mr. Harbun, Gleason Corporation has been reforming the old systems of all the shops like the
acceptance of raw materials, machining the parts and assembling the machines, etc. in order to aim at the
ultimate efficiency.
㩷 We were impressed by the continuous efforts of Gleason Corporation trying for the best performance and
quality and our factory tour for almost two hours was finished.
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We visited Hardinge Inc. on Sept. 12, which is
located in Elmira, NY about 160Km away to
South-east from Rochester.
Established in 1895, Hardinge is a manufacturer of
a wide range of turning, milling, grinding and work
holding solutions, having the affiliated companies of
manufacturers of first class grinding machines like
Kellenberger, Hauser, Tripet and Tschudin.
The revenue in 2005 was US$289mil. which was
about 25% increase compared to the year 2004.
The employee is over 1,400 and the revenue by
region in 2005 was North America 37%, Europe
40% and China & Others 23%, however, they have
few sales results in Japan.
Mr. J. Patrick Ervin, Chairman of the Board,
President & CEO himself made a presentation, then
we had a factory tour.
Finally, we would like to express our sincere thanks
to Mr. Matsubara, General Manager of Gleason
AsiaCo., Ltd. who kindly arranged our visit to
Hardinge.

㩷 We visited Corning Museum of Glass, approx. 20Km
away from Elmira.

㩷

㩷
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Tam o t s u Oh n o , Man ag i n g Di r ec t o r o f L EYB OL D CO.,LTD.

It was 1968 when I made an overseas business trip to Germany for the first time 38 years ago for the purpose of visiting a German maker
to study technology in relation to NC machine tools.
I took a taxi from Hamburg Airport to get to my hotel at the edge of Alster Lake, enjoying exotic scenery seen from the taxi window. I didn¶t
care about the fatigue of a long journey started from Haneda Airport via Anchorage to Germany, so I went to an amusement area in the
port town Hamburg in order to adjust myself to a new environment in Germany soon.
There, I had an embarrassing moment for the first day as I was not familiar with customary tip, and also, I was not used to using public
lavatory.

On the next day, I dropped by our Hamburg office, and then, moved to Dusseldorf to visit Schiess AG who are manufacturers of large
vertical turning machines and boring machines for the main purpose of studying technology of NC machines tools.
Those days, Schiess AG used numerical control µMark Century¶ made by GE in the USA.
I had a chance to study machines controlled by simple electrical servo motors made by Gettys in the USA (around that time, electric
hydraulic servo motors were popular in Japan.)
At that day, introduction for numerical control gained momentum rapidly in Japanese market.
Under these circumstances, many Japanese users concerned about reliability and after sales service for imported NC machines tools.
In this regard, I asked Schiess AG if Japanese numerical control could be equipped on their machines one way or the other.
Then, Schiess studied this issue very positively.

Unfortunately, however, my objective could not be accomplished due to the fact that Schiess AG was merged by a German company
soon after I returned to Japan. It was a pity that my idea was not realized, but I was very much satisfied with this trip to visit a few makers
to see many traditional German machine tools in Europe.
I recalled that German makers were likely trying to find which maker¶s numerical control should be employed at the time when control
system was changed from manual control to numerical control.

In the meantime, at the present day, I have a feeling that machine tools are entering their maturity, and new technology for NC machine
tools will be developed for further progress in the future.
They say technology is advancing constantly, but German character never changes as ever.
I believe that presence of German machine tools will never change in world market as a pioneer.
Complete streets and traditional buildings in German cities still remain unchanged even now.
Railway stations are almost unchanged.

This is just aside, if asked what changed now, I would say that elevator and public lavatory changed.
Talking about elevator, I was very surprised with an elevator in the building of our Hamburg office.
The elevator was too dangerous to get in because it was revolving non-stop like a car parking tower.
This elevator was not considered human-carriage but it was something like a guillotine.

Those days, most of public lavatories were for pay service but not free. Then, I could not use a lavatory when I had no coins in my pocket.
When someone would try to save coins, he or she should be trapped in a lavatory.
If this happened, he or she had to shout asking somebody outside for help.
It was lucky that I had no mistake, but it was annoying to use a lavatory as I like drinking beer.
This was only one minor problem for me when I stayed in Germany.
I wonder if this system is derived from rational ideas of German people?

I had a good impression with the stay in Germany, and left Germany for Japan as I was looking forward to seeing my two-month old son
waiting for me at home.
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   " It d o es n o t h ap p en u n l es s yo u ai m f o r i t "
 

Mi c h i h ar u Ch i k an o , Ch ai r m an o f J MTIA

Of course, it usually doesn't even though you do.
On August 15 at the Hakuho Country Club, I scored a "hole in one" using my 7-iron on the 152-yard 6th hole.
This was my first ever in my nearly 40-years long golf career, but I must confess I did not actually see it drop
down into the hole myself. The hole was a bit uphill with deep sand traps guarding the putting green, and
4-inch rough in between at least two yards wide. The landing ball was bound to be out of sight, and hasty as I
am, I started moving as soon as I took my tee shot.
Even when a club pro Mr. Nakamura (who happened to be at sight) called to me, "There! It went in!
Chikano-san, it went in!" the most I thought was "oh yes, into the bunker it did."
It had not been a good day for me from the start - we had misty rain all day, and at this hole I was third to play.
Mr. Nakanishi (Executive Director of JMTIA), who had gone before me, happened to catch the green two
meters to the right of the pin and looked very proud of his achievement.  This, somehow, had suddenly 

䋱䋵㩷

turned on my fighting spirit, and I challenged myself to land my ball between Mr. N's and the pin.
Usually, I would never try to play over the sand trap for a pin standing off to the right, but instead use the
apron to play my ball onto the green's center. For an average golfer, the main objective is always to play the
ball safely onto the green in order to get a par.
Only this one time, I forgot all about course management and my low skill level. I just aimed for the pin, and
a miracle happened: Hole In One!
This experience made me realize that there is simply no way to score an ace unless you go for it.
Might life be just the same? With this new philosophy, I have a feeling that my future golf career will be full
of hardships. Still, I shall take this challenge!




ڎળຬߩ⇣േ                    ڎTransfer of Membership
 㧔㧝㧕ᣂળຬ㧔ᐔᚑ㧝㧤ᐕ㧝㧜㧝ᣣઃߌ㧕  New Subscription (as of Oct. 1, 2006)
    ࡛ࠦ♖ᯏᩣᑼળ␠ KOYO SEIKI CO.,LTD.
     㧔Ꮏౕᯏེㇱળຬ㧕(Tool & Accessory Div.)
    ᧲ ޥ੩ㇺዊᐔᏒቇ↸ 3-18-8 Gakuen Nishimachi, Kodaira, Tokyo, Japan
     ઍข✦ᓎ ⋧⾐ ⺈ᔒPresident
Seishi Aiga


 㧔㧞㧕␠ฬᄌᦝ㧔ᐔᚑ㧝㧤ᐕ㧝㧜㧝ᣣઃߌ㧕(2) Change of Company Name (as of Oct. 1, 2006)
    㧺㧷ࡢࠢࠬᩣᑼળ␠NK WORKS CO.,LTD.
    㧔ᣥޔᣣ᧲ᤃᩣᑼળ␠㧕(former : NITTOH KOEKI CO.,LTD.)
     ᚲ㨯㔚⇟ภ(#: ߪᄌᦝߥߒAddress, TEL, FAX are unchanged.
     74.YYYPMYQTMUEQLR74.YYYPMYQTMUEQLR
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㧖,+/61( ળ႐ߦ߅ߡࠍ࠻ࡈࡦࡄޔ㈩Ꮣ ޕTo strengthen the publicity work, distributed the 
 ࡐࠬ࠲ࠍ⾍ઃߒߡᐢႎᵴേࠍᒝൻޕpamphlets and affixed the posters at JIMTOF2006
The venue is ³PiO´ (Ota Industrial Promotion organization)
㧖ળ႐ߪᄢ↰↥ᬺࡊࠩ㧔2K1㧕ߦቯޕ
㧖ળᦼߪ  ᐕ    ᣣ
㧔ᧁ㧕
㨪 ᣣ
㧔㧕
 The duration is from Dec.6(Thu) to Dec.8(Sat), 2007.

ڎ㧱㧹㧻࠾ࡘࠬ ڎ㧱㧹㧻 News
 㧖㧱㧹㧻ࡂࡁࡃ ߩ㑐ଥ⠪⺑ળ㐿 ޕThe presentation of EMO Hannover 2007 was held
 㧖࠼ࠗ࠷↥ᬺᧄᏒᣣᧄઍㇱਥޕ
㧔㧕by Deutsche Messe AG in Japan on Nov.13.
 㧖ળᦼߪ  ᐕ    ᣣ㧔㧕㨪 ᣣ㧔㧕
 ޕThe duration is from Sept.17(Mon) to Sept.22(Sat),2007.

 ڎᐕ⾐⹖᱑ળ㐿ߩઙ  ڎNew Year Reception, 
 䋪  ᐕ 䋱  䋹 ᣣ 䋨 Ἣ 䋩 ඦ ᓟ 䋵 ᤨ 䋳 䋰 ಽ 䈎 䉌 㩷 JMTIA New Year Reception will be held from     
ળ႐䈲╙৻䊖䊁䊦᧲੩䋵䌆䇸䊤䊶䊨䊷䉵 㪠䇹䈪㐿㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 17:30PM, on Jan.9 (Tue), 2007 at Daiichi Hotel 
 Tokyo 5F ³La Rose I´

ࡈ࡞ࠧ⌬ⷫڎળ㧔㧶㧵㧹ળ㧕ࠍ㐿  ڎJMTIA Golf Competition
 㧖   ᣣᚭႦࠞࡦ࠻ᭉㇱߦߡ㐿 ޕJMTIA Golf Competition was held on Nov.17 at
 㧖ෳട⠪ߪ  ฬߢޔᄢ㊁ℂ߇ఝൎޕTotsuka Country Club and Mr. Ohno won the game
among 11 entrants.
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